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Executive Summary

This report is a combination of three months internship program in National Bank Limited.

“Bank” a little word but plays a very significant role in each country for the economic development. Even it is become impossible now a day to think about a country’s economical environment excluding banking system. Whatever the countries are stand poor, less develop, developing or developed but all the countries should have the banking system. Banking system is the heart of each country’s economic body. Economic, momentary and fiscal all the policy directly or indirectly depends on banking system its better implementation.

National Bank Limited is a banking company in comported in the People’s Republic of Bangladesh with limited liability. The task of satisfying the export-import group, deposit group and borrower group is the first priority here. It aims to maintaining the high quality of service, has already achieved at the same time being in a sound financial health. Credit risk and quality risk are well under control. The management of National Bank has been focusing on these key issues for ensuring a better base foe their bank to stand on. The internship report is consisting into four parts first two parts are contain the organizational information; third part is all about the project and fourth part carry out the results of the report. The organizational informational part includes the company introduction, company background, nature of business, vision, mission, goals, objectives, principles, core values, organization’s organogram, products and services of National Bank Ltd. Next part I mention the nature of the job, specific responsibilities of the job, critical observation and different aspects of the job.

Then finally comes to the major part of the report that consisted with brief introduction of retail banking, NBL’s retail banking programs, analysis of retail banking model of National bank Limited including SWOT.
In order to complete this report, I excited to work in depth of the topics which I have selected and getting lots of knowledge and ideas also clear some of my text book concepts of marketing also in the last part of the report I mention a handful findings and recommendation with the conclusion that might be an accurate way to overcome the drawbacks of National Bank Limited.

In fact, I am capable to acquire a great experience on the way of completing my internship program and acknowledge different banking functions and day-to-day banking operation. In this report I have explained my best in respect of my real life experience gather from various aspects.
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Chapter-One
1. INTRODUCTION

A bank is a financial institution and a financial intermediary that accepts deposits and
channels those deposits into lending activities, either directly by loaning or indirectly
through capital markets or it can be said that a bank is the connection between customers
that have capital deficits and customers with capital surpluses. Definition of a bank varies
from country to country but without any prefix we deem it a “Commercial Bank” it’s
mainly concerned with managing withdrawals and deposits as well as supplying short-
term loans to individuals and small businesses.

According to Law No. 10 of 1998: “Commercial Bank is a bank conducting business
based on conventional or Islamic principles in its activities to provide services in
payment traffic” It’s also called depository financial institutions those have ability to
create money /demand deposits that lead the monetary policy to sustain a stable economy
in any situation for a nation.

Our banking industry constituted of the commercial banks across the country, which
provides huge cash-in-flow and reserve to the central bank that monitors the entire
licensed local banks (Commercial Banks) in Bangladesh, beside that its also contributing
to accelerate our economic growth for the better future in banking business. This sector is
moving towards new dimension as it is changing fast due to competition, deregulation
and financial reforms. Now in banking industry advance technology has taken away in
every means of banking system but it was not look like before at the earlier stage of
banking business, when National Bank Limited started their journey as a private bank in
Bangladesh. It is the first private sector Bank fully owned by Bangladeshi entrepreneurs.
In the history of Bangladesh private banking sector National Bank Limited is the pioneer
at the beginning of private banking industry, since than they have a steady focus on
playing very unique role in the national economic growth while the whole country was
passing through a severe recession at that time some of the dynamic entrepreneurs came
forward for sake of nation economy. President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh

National Bank Limited

National Bank Limited was the first domestic bank to establish agency arrangements with the world famous Western Union in order to facilitate quick and safe remittance of the valuable foreign exchanges earned by the expatriate Bangladeshi nationals and has been operating banking business all over the country with its total 167 service locations. Now it has been performing in all marketing segments with complete consumer satisfaction starting from Micro Credit to International Master Card service which is acceptable in many merchant outlets around the world along with the easiest and quickest on-line banking service all over the country.
1.1 ORIGIN OF THE REPORT

Internship Program of Brac University is a Graduation requirement for the BBA students, which is also a partial requirement of the Internship program of BBA curriculum. The main purpose of internship is to get the student exposed to the job world. Being an intern the main challenge was to translate the theoretical concepts into real life experience.

The internship program and the study have following purposes:

✓ To get and organize detail knowledge on the job responsibility.

✓ To experience the real business world.

✓ To compare the real scenario with the lessons learned in the University.

✓ To fulfill the requirement of BBA Program.

To accomplish the internship, I was placed at National Bank limited, Lake Circus Branch, Kalabagan, Mirpur Road, Dhaka. The report topic was approved by the faculty supervisor to satisfy the organizational requirements and fulfillment of the internship program. As a requirement of the completion of the internship program, I had to submit this report, which includes an overview of the organization and a research and analysis part.
1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE REPORT

The objective of the report can be viewed in two forms:

✓ General Objective
✓ Specific Objective

1.2.1 General Objective:

This internship report is prepared primarily to fulfill the Bachelor of Business Administration (B.B.A) degree requirement under the Faculty of BRAC Business School, BRAC University.

1.2.2 Specific Objective:

More specifically, this study entails the following aspects:

✓ To provide a brief overview of NBL and their historical background.
✓ To outline the framework of NBL and its structure.
✓ To portrait detail about the various functional departments of the bank.
✓ To analyze the bank’s competitive position and the industry in brief.
✓ To Know the National Bank Ltd. position in the Market.
✓ To know the study’s and conditions of overall performance.
✓ To conduct a descriptive research revolving the Customer relationship through Restructuring Retail Banking Business Model (RRBBM) of National Bank Limited.
1.3 SCOPE OF THE REPORT

The report plots a chronicle outline of National Bank Limited and its operation. The information consists of the observation and the job experience acquired throughout the internship era. The report also particularizes the internship research focus, which is the customer relationship through Restructuring Retail Banking Business Model (RRBBM) of National Bank Ltd. This report has been prepared according to the interviews of the customers/employees of the Bank, by telephone contact, and review of literatures.

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE REPORT

This study is momentous to all the employer, employees, and management practitioners in NBL as they can all take my findings into account and understand the effects on their performance due to the implementation of the new business model. It will also help me to understand the cultural attributes of the customers. There is also a scope for further studies into this topic for other banking and financial organizations.

To Employers:

This research will help employers to realize the status as well as the fortunes of the latest business model enable to customer-centric business process. Employers may get an elementary base on which to judge the tradeoffs they will be facing from increased expenditures and increased revenues and not to mention the core advantages from efficient and effective performance of the employees to implement and maintaining relationship with retail customers through RRBBM.

National Bank Limited
**To Employees:**

Employees are important stakeholders, inseparable from both an organization and the society as a whole. Any benefit for the company or society has important implications in an employee's life. Therefore, this study will be of significance to an employee, as it will help them to understand the importance of business process reengineering or restructuring in their performance.

**To Management Practitioners:**

This research paper will aim to sufficiently educate management practitioners about the insights of customer centric model and its application in the work place. The management of any organization is the key role player in complying with guidelines. As it is up to them to incorporate changes in the business model and relationship with customers, this study will be of sufficient significance to them.

**To Customers:**

This study will be of interest to retail customer groups to get better relationship and flexible banking facilities from the bank also in terms of realizing their right to claim such practices and facilities from important economic players as the banks.
1.5 METHODOLOGY

The study will be conducted as a qualitative research. It describes data and characteristics about the population or phenomenon being studied. This qualitative research is followed by answers of why the observations exist and what the implications of the findings are.

Relationship depends on so many other things that determines whether a customer will be sustaining with this bank or switch to other. In a precise sense sometimes relationship depends on the satisfaction of the customers but satisfaction is not the only thing to define relationship.

Selection of the topic

“Restructuring Retail Banking Business Model (RRBBM) of National Bank Limited”.
1.6 SOURCES OF DATA

1.6.1 Primary Source

- Most of the information was acquired by discussing with the officers working in the National Bank Ltd. Lake Circus Branch.
- For information relating to customer relationship level, interviews and discussion sessions were conducted with related departments of the bank to gather basic information related to the products and a market overview from National Bank’s perspective.
- Observation and work experience with different divisional in-charges and suggestions of many executives of the bank.

1.6.2 Secondary Source

- The organization booklets of charges and fees, application forms and suggestions from the customer’s feedback from customer relation unit.
- Various books, articles, compilations etc.
- National Bank Limited’s website
- Newspapers and magazines regarding market and customer views on NBL, seminar papers and so on.
1.7 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Time is the major constraint of this research report. Due to the time constrain I will focus more on company internal data and findings which are available within company and internet articles. Another limitation of my study could be the access of details in other company management system. The duration of my work was only three months. However, this period is not enough for a complete and clear study. It is because of the limitation of information some assumptions were made. Therefore, there may be some personal mistakes in the report. Although there were many limitations, I tried to give my best effort to furnish the report.
Chapter- Two
2. COMPANY OVERVIEW

This chapter emphasizes on the historical background of the company under study, overview of the company, their product and services offering, operational network organogram, mission and vision for the future of National Bank Ltd.

2.1 History of NBL

National Bank Limited has its prosperous past, glorious present, prospective future and under processing projects and activities. Established as the first private sector bank fully owned by Bangladeshi entrepreneurs, NBL has been flourishing as the largest private sector Bank with the passage of time after facing many stress and strain. The members of the board of directors are creative businessmen and leading industrialists of the country. To keep pace with time and in harmony with national and international economic activities and for rendering all modern services, NBL, as a financial institution, automated all its branches with computer networks in accordance with the competitive commercial demand of time. Moreover, considering its forth-coming future, the infrastructure of the Bank has been rearranging. The expectation of all class businessmen, entrepreneurs and general public is much more to NBL. At present we have 145 branches under our branch network. In addition, our effective and diversified approach to seize the market opportunities is going on as continuous process to accommodate new customers by developing and expanding rural, SME financing and offshore banking facilities.

The emergence of National Bank Limited in the private sector was an important event in the Banking arena of Bangladesh. When the nation was in the grip of severe recession, the government took the farsighted decision to allow the private sector to revive the economy of the country. Several dynamic entrepreneurs came forward for establishing a bank with a motto to revitalize the economy of the country.

National Bank Limited was born as the first hundred percent Bangladeshi owned Bank in the private sector. From the very inception, it was the firm determination of National National Bank Limited
Bank Limited to play a vital role in the national economy. We are determined to bring back the long forgotten taste of banking services and flavors. We want to serve each one promptly and with a sense of dedication and dignity.

The then President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh Justice Ahsanuddin Chowdhury inaugurated the bank formally on March 28, 1983 but the first branch at 48, Dilkusha Commercial Area, Dhaka started commercial operation on March 23, 1983. The 2nd Branch was opened on 11th May 1983 at Khatungonj, Chittagong.

At present, NBL has been carrying on business through its total 167 service locations (branches and Agri branches) spread all over the country. Since the very beginning, the bank has exerted much emphasis on overseas operations and handled a sizable quantum of home bound foreign remittance. It has drawing arrangements with 415 correspondents in 75 countries of the world, as well as with 37 overseas Exchange Companies located in 13 countries. NBL was the first domestic bank to establish agency arrangements with the world famous Western Union in order to facilitate quick and safe remittance of the valuable foreign exchanges earned by the expatriate Bangladeshi nationals. This has meant that the expatriates can remit their hard-earned money to the country with much ease, confidence, safety and speed.

NBL was also the first among domestic banks to introduce international Master Card in Bangladesh. In the meantime, NBL has also introduced the Visa Card and Power Card. The Bank has in its use the latest information technology services of SWIFT and REUTERS. NBL has been continuing its small credit programmers for disbursement of collateral free agricultural loans among the poor farmers of Barindra area in Rajshahi district for improving their livelihood.

NBL focused on all key areas covering capital adequacy, maintaining good asset quality, sound management, satisfactory earning and liquidity. As a consequence, it was possible to a record growth of 175.51 percent with Tk. 8,809.40 million pre tax profits in the year under review over the preceding year. The net profit after tax and provision stood at Tk.
6,860.34 million which was Tk. 2,070.47 million in the previous year registering a 231.34 percent rise. The total deposits increased to Tk. 102,471.83 million being 33.37 percent increase over the preceding year. Loans and advances stood at Tk.92,003.56 million in the year under report which was Tk. 65,129.289 million representing 41.26 percent rise over the preceding year. Foreign trade stood at Tk. 144,255.00 million in 2010 compared to Tk. 115,939.00 million, increased by 24.42 percent compared to that of the previous year. During 2010, the bank handled inward remittance of Tk. 49,145.30 million, 10.73 percent higher than that of the previous year. Return on Equity (ROE) registered a 77.84 percent rise over the preceding year.

National Bank, has now acquired strength and expertise to support the banking needs of the foreign investors. NBL stepped into a new arena of business and opened its Off Shore Banking Unit at Mohakhali to serve the wage earners and the foreign investors better than before.

Since its inception, the bank was aware of complying with Corporate Social Responsibility. In this direction, we have remained associated with the development of education, healthcare and have sponsored sporting and cultural activities. During times of natural disasters like floods, cyclones, landslides, we have extended our hand to mitigate the sufferings of victims. It established the National Bank Foundation in 1989 to remain involved with social welfare activities. The foundation runs the NBL Public School & College at Moghbazar where present enrolment is 1140. Besides awarding scholarship to the meritorious children of the employees, the bank has also extended financial support for their education. It also provided financial assistance to the Asiatic Society of Bangladesh at the time of their publication of Banglapedia and observance of 400 years of Dhaka City.

The Transparency and accountability of a financial institution are reflected in its Annual Report containing its Balance Sheet and Profit & Loss Account. In recognition of this, NBL was awarded Crest in 1999 and 2000, and Certificate of Appreciation in 2001 by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Bangladesh.
The bank has a strong team of highly qualified and experienced professionals, together with an efficient Board of Directors who play a vital role in formulating and implementing policies.

### 2.2 Values- CRYSTAL

**C** stands for being **Creative**, Be a person of innovative ideas in solving issues, thinking different ideas to reach one destination; do new associations between existing ideas or concepts for the organization’s overall growth.

**R** stands for being **Reliable**, Be worthy of reliance or trust at work so everyone could depend on you.

**Y** stands for remaining **Youthful**, Be a person of freshness and vibrant characteristic at work. Feel young at HEART and project enthusiasm during performing duties.

**S** stands for being **Strong**; be a person of willing to move forward and apply conscious choice, willpower, discipline and passion at work.

**T** stands for being **Transparent**, Be transparent at work at all level both internally and externally. Show openness and honesty through communication to bring transparency.
A stands for being **Accountable**, Be accountable for own actions and take responsibilities for the outcome of the actions; be responsible and answerable towards customers, organization, regulatory bodies as well as the society.

**L** stands for being **Loyal**, Be loyal to the organization by being compliant at work, taking ownership and create belongingness which will carry your brand as your pride.
2.3 Board of Directors of NBL
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Chairman
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Director
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Director
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Director
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Director
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Director
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Director

Mabroor Hossain
Director

AKM Enamul Haque
Director

Lt. Col. (Rtd)
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Director

Capt. Abu Sayeed Monir
Director
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Director
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Director
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Managing Director
2.4 Nature of Business of NBL

The Bank engaged in all types of commercial Banking services within the stipulations laid down by Bank Companies Act 1991 and directives as received from Bangladesh Bank from time to time. The Bank within the stipulations laid down by Bank Companies Act-1991 and directives as received from Bangladesh Bank from time to time provides all types of Commercial Banking Services. Mainly National Bank Limited collects deposit from the people at lower rate and invests the same to the people again at higher rate. And difference between lower rate of deposit and higher rate of investment is the earnings of the Bank. National Bank Limited mainly invests in industrial sector like short term, middle term as well as long term for import of capital machineries, establish new industry and working capital assistances with this Bank play’s a significant role in Bangladesh economy.

The function of the Bank mainly three categories:

✓ General Banking
✓ Credit and investment
✓ Foreign Trade (Import, Export & Remittance)
2.5 Mission of NBL

National Bank Limited missions are as follows: The aim of NBL is to become one of the leading Banks in Bangladesh by its prudence, fair and quality of operation.

✓ Its effort for expansion of its activities in home and abroad by adding new dimension to its banking services is contributed unabated.

✓ It is also putting highest priority in ensuring transparency, accountability, and improved clientele services as well as to its commitment to serve the society through which it wants to get closer and closer to the people.

✓ It intends to meet the needs of its clients and enhance its profitability by creating corporate culture.

✓ It believes in strong capitalization.

✓ Its aim is to ensure its competitive advantages by upgrading banking technology and information system.

✓ It maintains high standard of corporate and business Seth's. It provides high quality financial services to strengthen the well being and success of individual, industries and business communities.
2.6 Vision of NBL

“The main vision of the National Bank Limited is to develop the economy of Bangladesh by profitable investment of public money and build up their confidence to the private institution. Ensuring highest standard of clientele services through best application of latest information technology, making due contribution to the national economy and establishing ourselves firmly at home and abroad as a front ranking bank of the country are our cherished vision”

2.7 Goal of NBL

National Bank Limited has an exclusive goal from the other private banks such as “To act as a caring companion in uplifting the national economic standard through continuous gradation and diversification of its clientele services in line with national and international requirement”

2.8 Objectives of NBL

The objectives of National Bank are mentioned below:

1. Offering quick and improved clientele services through application of modern information technology.

2. Playing an important role in the national progress by including improved banker customer relationship.
3. To Ensure highest possible dividend to the respected shareholders by making best use of their equity.

4. Pushing the policy of nurturing balanced growth of the bank in all sectors.

5. Consolidate our position in the competitive market by introducing innovate banking products.

6. By ensuring highest professional excellence for our workforce through enhancement of their work efficiency, discipline and technological knowledge.

7. Expanding the bank’s area of investment by taking part in syndicated large loan financing.

8. Increasing finances to small and medium enterprise sector including agriculture and agro based industries, thus making due contribution to the national economy.

9. For upholding the image of the bank at home and abroad by pushing dynamic and time befitting banking activities.

10. By ensuring maintenance of capital adequacy and highest profit through successful implementation of the Management Core Risk Program.
2.9 Principles and values of **NBL**

The **National Bank Limited** is committed to five core business principles:

- Outstanding customer service.
- Effective and efficient operations.
- Strong capital and liquidity.
- Prudent lending policy.
- Strict expense discipline.

- Loyal and committed employees who make lasting customer relationships and international teamwork easier to achieve support the business principles.

- National Bank Limited also operates according to certain key business values.

- The highest personal standards of integrity at all levels.
- Commitment to truth and fair dealing.
- Hands-on management at all levels.
- Commitment to quality and competence.
- A minimum of bureaucracy.
- Fast decisions and implementation.
2.10 Core values of NBL

National Bank’s core values consist of six elements. These values bind people together with an emphasis that people are essential to everything being done in the bank. NBL believes that, they create new value by forming teams of specialist in various fields and providing optimal services to their customer.

**Integrity**

NBL protects and safeguards all customer information.
NBL treats everyone in an equitable and consistent manner.
NBL creates an environment, which earns and maintains customer trust.

**Open Communication**

NBL builds customer relationships based on integrity and respect.
NBL offers a full line of products and excellent service.
**NBL** is committed to the prosperity of the customers and shareholders.

**Performance Driven**
In **NBL**, customers and employees are judged in terms of their performance.

**Continuous Self Improvement**
Continuous learning, self-challenges and strive make ways for self improvement of workforce at **NBL**.

**Quality**
**NBL** offers hassle free better service timely.

**NBL** builds-up quality assets in the portfolio.

**Team Work**
Interaction, open communication, and maintaining a positive attitude reflect **NBL’s** commitment to a supportive environment based on teamwork.
2.11 Organizational Structure of NBL

Organizational Network Organogram of National Bank Limited, Lake Circus Branch at Kalabagan

- Vice President Manager
- Assistant Vice President
  - Cash in Charge Asst. Officer
    - Payment (Asst O)
    - Payment (JO)
    - Account Opening (JO)
  - Clearing (PO)
    - Receive (Asst O)
    - Receive (JO)
  - Deposit in Charge (PO)
    - Deposit (JO)
  - Acct Section (SO)
    - Deposit (SO)
  - Loan & Advance
    - Loan & Advance (PO)
  - Foreign Exchange
    - FE Asst Officer
    - FE Officer
  - Remittance
    - Remittance(PO)
2.12 Wings of **NBL (National Bank Ltd.)**

National Bank Limited has been continuing their banking services in some major divisions
2.13 Products and Services of NBL

National Bank Ltd. has been continuing their banking business with their excellent product line including supreme quality products. They have 3 major products in their product line and a bunch of services. These products and services are available all of their branches according to the consumer demand. With their excellent performance and series of innovative services, NBL has sustaining their best selling position in the competitive market and reached a very highly respective position in their consumer mind.

There 3 major products are

2.13.1 Deposit
2.13.2 Credit
2.13.3 Card

Other Products and services

2.13.4 Western Union Money Transfer
2.13.5 SWIFT
2.13.6 ATM
2.13.7 Money Gram

Under the Deposit category NBL has the common deposit account as other bank offers:

National Bank Limited
1. Saving Deposit
2. Current Deposit

Deposit Items

- Saving Deposit
- Current Deposit
- Term Deposits
- Special Notice Deposit
- Fixed Deposit
- Monthly Savings Scheme
- Monthly Income Scheme
- Double Benefit Scheme
- Millionaire Deposit Scheme
3. Term Deposit
4. Monthly Saving Scheme (NMS)
5. Monthly Income Scheme (MIS)
6. Double Benefit Scheme (DBS)
7. Millionaire Deposit Scheme (MDS)

According to their terms and conditions NBL’s loyal customers can open another deposit schemes such as Super Savers’ Term Deposit Account (STA) & NBL Serious Savers’ Account (SSA). NBL also provides banking facilities for Non-Return Bangladeshi who can operate his/her A/C by RFC Deposit & NFC Deposit.

2.13.2 Credit
Credit is a continuous process. Recovery of one credit gives rise to another credit. In this process of revolving funds, bank earns income in the form of interest. A bank can invest its fund in many ways. Bank provides loans and advances to traders, businessmen and industrialists. Moreover, nature of credit may differ in terms of security requirement, disbursement provision, terms and conditions etc. Bank often uses loans and advances as an alternative to one another. But, academically this concept is incorrect. Academically, Advances is the combination such items where loans is a part only. For this credit section of the banks is known as advance section.

NBL provides series of credit facilities through out there all branches
1. Security Overdraft
2. Home Loan
3. Lease Finance
4. Consumer Credit
5. Tread Finance
6. Cash Credit
7. SME Loan

National Bank Limited
8. Retail Loan

Under SME loan and Retail loan there are six types of loans available. It is not possible to discuss all these types of advances in details in this report but an attempt to expose in this report.

**SME Loan**
1. NBL Small Business Loan
2. Festival Small Business Loan
3. NBL Weavers Loan
4. NBL Nari Jagoron Loan

**Retail Loan**
1. Any Purpose Loan
2. Consumer Durable Loan
3. Education Loan
4. Professional Loan
2.13.3 Credit Cards

NBL is the first local bank, which introduced credit card & MasterCard in Bangladesh in both local and international market in 1997. MasterCard captured 35% of credit card through the world. However present market analysis reflects that a large number of people whose average income ranges in above Tk.10000 are using the credit card. Credit card division is continuing their all-possible efforts for the participation in the globalized MasterCard program. The number of users of the credit cards is increasing day by day. During the year 2010 the bank has got a profit of Tk.500.25 million from credit card business. NBL also has got the licenses from international brand Visa Card and very soon, it will be launched in the country.

National Bank Limited offers mainly two type of credit card according to the geographical area. These are Local credit card and International credit card. According to the level of income the local and international credit cards are divided into two categories viz. Gold card and Silver card.
“Money transfer from anywhere in the World to Bangladesh in minutes”

Joining with the world's largest money transfer service "Western Union", NBL has introduced Bangladesh to the faster track of money remittance. Now money transfer between Bangladesh and any other part of the globe is safer and faster than ever before. This simple transfer system, being on line eliminates the complex process and makes it easy and convenient for both the sender and the receiver. Through NBL - Western Union Money Transfer Service, your money will reach its destination within a few minutes. National bank Ltd. signed an agreement with the Western Union Financial services, USA in 1993. Millions of people from different parts of the world are sending money with confidence to their near and dear through the western union has the most modern technology for remitting money within quiets possible time from any part of the world.

National Bank Limited
through their more than 170000 representatives in 190 countries and regions has established a unique money transfer system with western union of. Through an online computer system units can be instantly of the world. 84.17 million dollar was remitted to this bank through this organization during the year 2009.NBL brought a substantial amount of foreign exchanges in to the country through the western union in 2011, which is 45% higher than that of 2010. Western Union is a globally reputed name in money transfer services as well as data exchange forever. Western union has continued its tradition of possessing the latest technology and handling wide scale remittances. Payment of remittance by expatriate Bangladeshis through the western union are being made at 100 branches of NBL. These branches are connected with the on-line computer system of the western union.

Western Union has been operating for over 150 years. Today with just over 437,000 Agent locations worldwide in over 200 countries and territories, millions of people trust Western Union to send and receive money worldwide.

NBL is one of the first few Bangladesh Banks to obtain membership of SWIFT. SWIFT is a members’ owned cooperative which a first and accurate communication network for financial transaction such as Letter of credit, Fund Transfer etc. By being a member of SWIFT, the bank has opened up possibilities for uninterrupted connectivity with over 5700 user institutions in 150 countries all over the world.

SWIFT is a member-owned cooperative through which the financial world conducts its business operations with speed, certainty and confidence. More than 10,000 financial institutions and corporations in 212 countries trust us every day to exchange millions of standardized financial messages. This activity involves the secure exchange of financial information.
proprietary data while ensuring its confidentiality and integrity. Its role is two-fold. SWIFT provides the proprietary communications platform, products and services that allow their customers to connect and exchange financial information securely and reliably. It also acts as the catalyst that brings the financial community together to work collaboratively to shape market practice, define standards and consider solutions to issues of mutual interest. SWIFT enables its customers to automate and standardize financial transactions, thereby lowering costs, reducing operational risk and eliminating inefficiencies from their operations. By using SWIFT customers can also create new business opportunities and revenue streams.

SWIFT has its headquarters in Belgium and has offices in the world's major financial centers’ and developing markets. SWIFT provides additional products and associated services through Arkelis N.V., a wholly owned subsidiary of SWIFT, the assets of which were acquired from SunGard in 2010.

### 2.13.6 ATM Service

National Bank Limited has introduced ATM service to its Customers. The card will enable to save our valued customers from any kind of predicament in emergency situation and time consuming formalities. NBL ATM Card will give our distinguished Clients the opportunity to withdraw cash at any time, even in holidays, 24 hours a day, and 7 days a week. They have only 10 ATM Locations in Bangladesh.
The MoneyGram brand is recognized throughout the world as a leading global payment services company. The diverse array of products and services we offer enables consumer and businesses to make payments and transfer money around the world. From New York to Russia or London to India - in more than 197 countries - MoneyGram's money transfer service moves money quickly and easily around the world.

Its payment services also help businesses operate more efficiently and cost effectively. It offers products and services to consumers and businesses through a worldwide network of agents and financial institution customers.

NBL also one of agent of MoneyGram service since it has been operating its own banking business in Bangladesh. One of the easiest ways of transfer money forms abroad to Bangladesh with the best security and safely transfers.

Chapter-Three
3. Nature of the Job

In general the nature of the job was simple seems a employee who work over their as routine based from 10am to 6pm in a corporate organization, they doesn’t distinguish their employee according their qualification, it means if an accounttant specialized in the field of accounting than they morally support him/her and also encourage that employee to deliver his/her best to the organization.

When I start the internship in NBL with the appointment letter they did not mention or assign any specific post or department, it is quite difficult to describe the nature of the job because “great responsibility comes upon a handsome remuneration” in NBL there is no such thing not only for me but also for all the intern who had intern in NBL.
So, it insisted to say that throughout the intern program of NBL, I supposed to observe all kind of banking activities and tried to maintain all their rules of conduct meticulously. Like general banking activities, loan sanction, IPO form fill up, all types of posting or manually data entries, also observe the cash counter activities that how to receive or withdraw money etc. About the environment of the bank, especially the working environment over the Lake Circus Branch was quite okay but sometimes it felt boring, clumsy, lack of enthusiasm, but it gave a different corporate experience throughout the intern period. For me the nature of the job completely undefined and improperly design which dose not attract the student to work as intern but badly in need of intern people has to work as intern.

3.1 Specific responsibilities of the Job

Well, I mentioned in the pervious part named as nature of the job that NBL did not assign the intern under any department or conduct the intern program under any supervisor so there are limited responsibilities allocated for any newly intern. A basic responsibility has been assigned in every job although that is for limited period of time or work in a designated post under a department with in a lawful contract.

Well there has been proverb says “A great responsibility comes with a great sacrifice” but it also comes with the potentiality of the performance.

Total dedication and firm determination toward the goal of a particular organization that holds a person to be more promising at his/her work and morally be punctual for that National Bank Limited
institution. For me responsibility is hard to describe in words rather than its some thing that you realize from insight and obey it with dignity. Literally, from the banking aspect I must said that responsibility is customer satisfaction because if your customer satisfied by your performance then he/she will retain a very strong and good reputed relationship with your organization, thus they conduct a good and wealthy customer community for keeping a long sustainable trusted relationship with their customer. For a service based company, it is as much as essential to look over meticulously to its each and every single point of their customer satisfaction level and I believe that customer satisfaction is our prime concern to sustain in long run. I believe to deliver a better performance lies upon a bunch of good products or services that makes its customer to be as loyal as the employees who work in any particular organization. It is the core responsibility to keep your eye on your customer to serve the best, give more priority rather than any other bank does for their customers and always maintains good relationship with your customers.

Responsibility only does not mean come on time, busy with your tasks, not time for your colleagues or hardly make communication with your client or showing them you are busy on working for their welfare.

Yet it has to be punctual toward your job, timely come in office, time limitation for both upon your employees and customers, maintaining the basic rules and regulation and strictly follow your organizational principle.

I here by, exactly follow all that I mention above in this part and responsible to serve the customers of NBL with potential performance as the other officers deliver to the customers and visitors of NBL.
3.2 Critical Observations & Different Aspect of the Job Performance

I would like to dedicate this line to NBL that “Great responsibility comes upon a handsome remuneration”

A logical support hides behind this line which was my first bizarre observation while I joined in NBL as an intern, because they did not assign me under any department head or conduct the intern program under any supervisor and saddest part of all non of them had interest on such issue, not even the branch manager for him it just nothing. They had been clearly mention that no honorarium/financial assistance will be paid to the internee by the bank, also do not have any well designed intern program structure for the intern student. If a company does not executed with a correctly structural plan than how an intern could learn the importance of an organization as well as the job responsibility.
Where in such organization no structural plan for a simple internship program so it does not need to mention how are the others department works or operates. But true to speak that such branch like Lake Circus where you can find lack of skilled officers as well as bad management team too. So far they are superbly backdated in terms of technology which is my **second point of observation**. Most of there documentations are manual, they are posting there whole days entries in manually plus such posting task does not teach any imperative issues of banking to the internee student, even there is no space to seat and work those silly tasks they were given us to do during intern period. No matter how worst experience that a client gain but they don’t have regards on such things like there website is completely backdated because no improvement in there online-banking services, all the data are old you can only complete your financial transaction by their online-banking service but do not get the proper usage online-banking. Observations are most awful than any other bank that I had experience in my life.

**Another observation** was their products or services designing model which is totally traditional and they are not agile in term of productivity. As they are unstructured in formation of HRM and IT sector as well as in term of retail banking items too. They are providing some benefits in their deposit scheme comparing to BRAC Bank and Mutual Trust Bank Ltd. but still the volume of their customer not that much higher as it expected. Also the interesting part of Lake Circus Branch of NBL is no foreign exchange department, only the western union money transfer service available in terms of overseas banking operation.

From my experience entire internship program what I genuinely observe that in Lake Circus Branch most of the reputed local business men or merchant parties have lived in Kalabagan and all of them more or less credit holders and some are only account holders and rest of the people who open new savings or current account in regular basis they are from middle class or job holders. There flow of fund come from these merchant parties and the reputed local business men who are contributed a largely for keeping a reputed
amount of reserve in their branch. NBL has maintained good relation with their loyal customers and delivered their best service. So far I acknowledged various banking terms and condition that refers who banking operates its insight operation and contributing to the society as well as the serve the citizen too. Moreover I came to know the patterns of retail banking of different bank around Dhaka city and precisely observe there marketing technique which differ from one bank to another bank because of their goal and target market. As I had closer view of their banking activities of Lake Circus Branch, they basically sell or their over all banking activities goes on their retail banking products and services, which I discuss in my next part of the report. All the retail banking items are sold but few items are not available in this branch like NRB Banking and Micro Credit. It’s a “C” category bank of NBL, geographically small branch comparing with the other branches of NBL situated in Dhaka city, so facilities that provides the major branches of NBL, here in Lake Circus Branch the same level of facilities unavailable so this branch is running only because of their reputation and their firm customer relationship and keep them in such heavy competitive market of private banking.

If I suppose to apprise my entire working experience of NBL as an intern than I must say I was pretty commendable but I would expect it could more flourishing, attractive, classy and prestigious if NBL come up with formative schedule of internship program that truly let the us to learn the real banking actions and set free our wisdom of intellectual banking. So I would be highly pleased if they really consider my suggestion and give a try as implementation, I think not only my own suggestion but also all suggestions and recommendations of every individual and intern student it will be better for their long run career to sustain in a better position in the market.
4. Retail Banking

Theoretically lots of definition of retail banking are written or explain by main noble people around the world but in a common sense what dose mean by retail banking. In today’s world every one of us has a bank account but we all know more or less that the savings account that we have is known as to be part of retail banking in the banking language. Well that’s not just the basic concept about retail banking but how does it constitute, definitely it takes series of practice but the main factor of retail banking is to expansion of banking business under the circumstances of consumers financial security.

Retail banking refers to the consumer-oriented services offered by commercial banks, which are includes checking and savings accounts, mortgages and various types of loans and investment services relating to retirement and educational planning. It is the banking
services that are offered to individual customers through local branches of the bank. Some retail banks offer basic brokerage services, though this is not always the case.

Retail banking is the cluster of products and services that banks provide to consumers and small businesses through branches, the Internet, and other channels. Consumers and small businesses are typically the core retail banking customers. The key retail banking products are consumer credit and small business loans. Consumer credit includes credit cards, mortgages, home equity lending, auto loans, education loans, and other personal loans. Although loans and deposits are the primary products, retail banking units provide a range of other financial services to consumers and small businesses. Consumers and small businesses constitute a coherent customer group largely because of commonalities in the financial products and services they use. Furthermore, consumers and small businesses are both well served through the branch network. Stability of retail-related activities is typically attributed to several factors. Firstly, retail banking is fundamentally a consumer-based business. The resilience of the consumer sector in recent years has almost certainly contributed to the stability of retail banking. And second important factor in the stability of retail banking is that it serves a large number of small customers. The banking sector especially the private sector banks made meaningful progress and growth in terms of significant market share of deposits and advances through improved customer services, introduction of new products and switching over online banking keeping pace with the globalization process.

The issue of retail banking is extremely important and relevant. Across the globe, retail lending has been a spectacular innovation in the commercial banking sector in recent years. The growth of retail lending, especially, in emerging economies, is attributable to the rapid advances in information technology, the evolving macroeconomic environment, financial market reform, and several microlevel demand and supply side factors.
4.1 NBL’s Retail Banking Program

“A Bank for Performance with Potential”

NBL believes that they have been performing throughout their career providing the potentially in the retail banking arena. Indeed it’s true that NBL has a strong image in their consumers mind with their flawless performance in their entire career and still now they are continuing their journey by maintaining their customer satisfaction level with their varieties of retail banking products and services.

Items are including in retail banking of NBL
4.1.2 SME
Small and Medium Enterprise Financing is the most popular and highly selling product in retail banking department of NBL, also a key product according to their consumer demand. There are different categories SME Loan that provides pure privileges to their consumers. It has some purpose

- To encourage people to operate small business
- To identify potential entrepreneurs and provide financial assistance to the newly challenged entrepreneurs of Bangladesh
- To create channel for credit expansion and explore employment opportunity
- To contribute in the socio-economic development of the country through strengthening economical activities

There are 4 packages under SME

1. NBL Small Business Loan
2. Festival Small Business Loan
3. NBL Weavers Loan
4. NBL Nari Jagoron Loan
Brief Discussion on SME Loans

1. NBL Small Business Loan

✓ With “zero” or free collateral
✓ Limit up to / Maximum Tk. 5.00 lac.
✓ Tenure - Maximum 5 years (1 Month grace period)
✓ Rate of Interest 16% p.a – 17% p.a

2. Festival Small Business Loan

✓ Collateral Free
✓ Loan Limit up to / Maximum Tk. 3 Lac.
✓ Loan Disbursement Period: 3 to 15 Months but days before of the beginning of any festival
✓ Rate of Interest: 16% p.a – 17% p.a
✓ Tenure - Maximum 3 Months (Its days of post festival)

3. NBL Weavers Loan

✓ Collateral Free up to Tk.5.00 Lac.
(Above Tk. 5.00 Lac. – Tk. 50.00 Lac. registered mortgage will be required)
✓ Rate of Interest: 15% p.a at quarterly rest
✓ Tenure - Maximum 5 years
✓ Loan Repayment Procedure: Installment Basis and Revolving

(Revolving loan can be renewed after 1 years)

4. NBL Nari Jagoron Loan

✓ Collateral Free up to Tk.5.00 Lac.

(Above Tk. 5.00 Lac. – Tk. 5.00 Lac. registered mortgage will be required)
✓ Rate of Interest: 10% p.a at quarterly rest
✓ Tenure - Maximum 5 years
✓ Loan Repayment Procedure: Installment Basis and Revolving

(Revolving loan can be renewed after 1 years)

4.1.3 DEPOSIT

NBL has different deposit schemes all around its branches in Bangladesh. Except that two common types of deposit items Saving Deposit and Current Deposit, they have 6 distinctive deposit items.

1. Term Deposit
2. Foreign Currency Deposit
3. Monthly Saving Scheme (NMS)
4. Monthly Income Scheme (MIS)
5. Double Benefit Scheme (DBS)
6. Millionaire Deposit Scheme (MDS)

Brief Explanation on Deposit
Under this Term deposit there are two deposit schemes available.

- Special Notice Deposit
- Fixed Deposit

**Special Notice Deposit**

It is a special account based on the savings of any account holder they offers different interest toward their customers, minimum maintenance charge on this deposit scheme is half yearly BDT 500.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl No.</th>
<th>Category of Deposit</th>
<th>Existing rate of interest(p.a) effective as per Circular No. 01/2013 dated 01.01.2013</th>
<th>Revised rate of interest(p.a) w.e.f. May 07,2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Special Notice Deposit</td>
<td>Below 1 Crore 1 Crore to below 25 Crore 25 Crore to below 50 Crore 50 Crore to below 100 Crore 100 Crore &amp; above</td>
<td>Below 1 Crore 1 Crore to below 25 Crore 25 Crore to below 50 Crore 50 Crore to below 100 Crore 100 Crore &amp; above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fixed Deposit

The bank need not maintain cash reserves against these deposits and therefore, the bank offers higher of interest on such deposits. In the case of FDR it is clearly mention that when this amount will be withdrew account holder receive principle amount plus interest. FDR account holder gets a FDR slip that is provided by the NBL officer. FDR slip contains name of account holder, deposited amount, and interest rate, and time of maturity. Duration of FRD is maximum 1 year and auto-renewal also maximum interest rate 12.50%. If depositor withdraws his money before maturity date he does not get any interest. If account holder lost FDR slip then indemnity bond is required to issue a duplicate FDR slip. Following are given the interest rate according to the maturity date –

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl No.</th>
<th>Category of Deposit</th>
<th>Existing rate of interest(p.a) effective as per Circular No. 01/2013 dated 01.01.2013</th>
<th>Revised rate of interest(p.a) w.e.f. May 07, 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>FDR for 1 month &amp; above but less than 3 months</td>
<td>Any Amount 10%</td>
<td>Below 1 Crore 9% 1 Crore to below 25 Crore 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25 Crore &amp; above 9.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FDR for 3 month &amp; above but less than 6 months</td>
<td>Any Amount 12.50%</td>
<td>Any Amount 12.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FDR for 6 month &amp; above but less than 1 year</td>
<td>Any Amount 12.50%</td>
<td>Any Amount 12.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>FDR for 1 year &amp; above but less than 2 years</td>
<td>Any Amount 12.50%</td>
<td>Any Amount 12.50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Foreign Currency Deposit

Under this Deposit Scheme there are two deposit schemes available.

- NFC Banking
- NRC Banking

3. Monthly Saving Scheme (NMS)

NMS is specially offering for limited income group peoples. This NMS account helps to accumulate in hand sum amount at the end of maturity date. This account is opened either singly or jointly and 4 types of accounts can be opened under this scheme. Account may be opened for monthly installment size of Tk. 500-Tk.50000. Monthly installments of deposits and the amount payable to the depositors after expiry of term shall be as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No</th>
<th>Monthly Installment</th>
<th>3years@10%</th>
<th>5years@10.50%</th>
<th>8years@11%</th>
<th>10years@11.50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>20,936</td>
<td>39,101</td>
<td>75,396</td>
<td>1,09,182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>41,872</td>
<td>78,202</td>
<td>1,50,792</td>
<td>2,18,364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>83,744</td>
<td>1,56,404</td>
<td>3,01,584</td>
<td>4,36,728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>1,25,616</td>
<td>2,34,606</td>
<td>4,52,376</td>
<td>6,55,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>1,67,488</td>
<td>3,12,808</td>
<td>6,03,168</td>
<td>8,73,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>2,09,360</td>
<td>3,91,010</td>
<td>7,53,960</td>
<td>10,91,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>4,18,720</td>
<td>7,82,020</td>
<td>15,07,920</td>
<td>21,83,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>8,37,440</td>
<td>15,64,040</td>
<td>30,15,840</td>
<td>43,67,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>12,56,160</td>
<td>23,46,060</td>
<td>45,23,760</td>
<td>65,50,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>20,93,600</td>
<td>39,10,100</td>
<td>75,39,600</td>
<td>1,09,18,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. **Monthly Income Scheme (MIS)**

MIS A/C the period of this deposit will be 3 years, deposit amount Tk. 1,00,000 and also multiple up to any amount that will be acceptable under the scheme. The depositor must maintain a savings A/C with any branch of NBL. All the other terms and conditions for opening MIS A/C detail are mention in their account opening form. Interest rate of this deposit scheme about 10.00% without TIN certificate and with TIN (Tax Identification Certificate) 15.00%

5. **Double Benefit Scheme (DBS)**

DBS A/C the period of this deposit will be 6 years or it could be extend, but this account could be open from Tk. 50,000 up to any acceptable amount, this account opened either singly or jointly but it has some other terms and conditions, depositor has to fulfill all the terms and conditions. Interest rate of this account is 4.00% maximum, if the depositor holds TIN than the interest rate also increased.

6. **Millionaire Deposit Scheme (MDS)**

MDS A/C the period of this deposit divided into three years duration 5yeas, 7years and 10 years. According to the deposit duration there are 3 types of installments Tk. 12, 450 (5years), Tk. 7, 870 (7years) and Tk. 4, 550 (10years) but the maturity or terminal value will be same as others Tk. 10, 00,000. It has also some different terms and conditions applied on the depositors.

There two more Schemes called Super Savers’ Term Deposit Account and Serious Saver’s Account, both this accounts are for merchant party or any potential depositor can open such account if they want to open STA or SSA with different benefit above all the deposit schemes of NBL.

### 4.1.4 Credit

Credit is a continuous process. Recovery of one credit gives rise to another credit. In this process of revolving funds, bank earns income in the form of interest. A bank can invest its fund in many ways. Bank provides loans and advances to traders, businessmen and industrialists. Moreover, nature of credit may differ in terms of security requirement,
disbursement provision, terms and conditions etc. Bank often uses loans and advances as 
an alternative to one another. But, academically this concept is incorrect. Academically, 
Advances is the combination such items where loans is a part only. For this credit section 
of the banks is known as advance section.

NBL provides series of credit facilities through out there all branches

1. Security Overdraft
2. Home Loan
3. Lease Finance
4. Consumer Credit
5. Tread Finance
6. Cash Credit
7. SME Loan
8. Retail Loan

Each of the loans has different criteria for processing, so it is difficult to explain all those 
criteria which are required to fulfill this various types of loan. Brief knowledge on those 
loans.

1. **Security Overdraft:** Short form Security Overdraft is SOD, there are two types 
of SOD one is General (it against V.O, capital or working capital) and another one 
is Export (payment of acceptance bills at receipt of export proceeds). Others 
conditions are applicable to all the account holders, like FDR A/C holders get 
11.00% to 12.00% interest and NMS A/C holders get 15.00% interest in SOD.

2. **Cash Credit:** this type of loan allocated upon their customer needs (such loans 
are given on shop stock, home purpose etc.) maximum 10 lac and interest also 
higher about 18.00%.

3. **Any Purpose Loan:** Interest rate 18.00% and limitation on such loan about 2lac 
(it is actually based on the branch manager designation and fixed by the head 
office) in NBL head office its up to 5lac.

4. **Consumer Durable Loan:** Maximum 1 lac limitation and its given to the 
customers who wants to buy Tele Vision, refrigerator etc.

5. **Education Loan:** Maximum 5lac and it is only available for FDR A/C holders.

6. **Professional Loan:** All different professional account holders can have such 
loan not more than 8lac.

National Bank Limited
Under SME loan and Retail loan there are six types of loans available. It is not possible to discuss all these types of advances in details in this report but an attempt to expose in this report. NRB Banking and Micro Credit services are not provided by the Lake Circus Branch.

**SME Loan**

1. NBL Small Business Loan
2. Festival Small Business Loan
3. NBL Weavers Loan
4. NBL Nari Jagoron Loan

**Retail Loan**

5. Any Purpose Loan
6. Consumer Durable Loan
7. Education Loan
8. Professional Loan

### 4.2 Analysis of Retail Banking Model of NBL

NBL started its journey with a bright prosperous past, now they are one of the reputed banks in the modern private banking era, plus consistently performing well than any other competitive banks and marching toward its prospective future with distinct goal. To succeed in future, NBL has stepped up with a very lucrative product line that has focused on its targeted customer. At the very inception, they firmly determined to contribute in the national economy, bring back the long forgotten taste of banking services and flavors (traditional banking flavor) and with a sense of dedication and dignity.

Now, NBL has been sophisticated and financially strong enough to face any kind challenges and have the ability to fulfill any target or setup goal with complete devotion. Once they promise to serve promptly to their customers, they always follow one-step forward upon their commitment and potentially perform throughout their journey.
NBL has performing their banking activities through the retail banking products and services with full dignity and complete loyalty. There retail banking package encompasses with lots of products and services as I briefly describe in NBL’s Retail Banking Program. According to there retail banking program we can say that to accomplish their commitment, that “serve their customer the long forgotten taste of banking services and flavors” NBL has created completely Product Centric business model rather than Customer Centric and yet performing in this rock-hard competitive market. So it has been clear that all actions are taking on behalf of NBL that basically focused to feel the customer that ever used traditional banking style and in such convenient way they present there retail products or serves their clients that truly any one have to admit that NBL has the first owned private bank in Private Banking Business of Bangladesh.

So, analytically if we see the NBL’s banking activities, it primly focused on product segmentation instead of customer segments, where in the market all its competitors are concerning only on customer-centric business model (means customer segmentation). Yet, it has been said that NBL performing well in the market but with its speed of efficiency and effectiveness other banks are moving fast to achieve the leading position in the upcoming competitive banking market and flourishing their luminous and glorious future. It is most important to know why or how does the product-centric model or customer-centric model influence banking system of a reputed bank or move toward success.

Brief discussion on Product-Centric and Customer-Centric model

**Product-Centric**

Product centric means based on having a product that meets a certain customer need and trying to find as many customers as possible who want to have that need met. It is relatively simple to articulate, manage, automate and typical metrics used to measure the business and success criteria. Product centricity is reflected in scorecards focused on: National Bank Limited
In optimizing the business, retailers need to analyze the profitability generated by each product (GMROII). They also need to analysis assortment mix and category management to optimize the total revenue and profit per sq. meter of space. But the most successful retailers are constantly engaged in product and assortment analytics to improve both the offering and the profit of selling through to consumers coming to make a purchase.

**Customer-Centric**

Customer-centric means start with an individual customer and tries to meet as many of that customer’s needs as possible – across all the company’s divisions and business units, and through time (i.e., meeting a customer’s needs week after week, month after month). Success in consumer centricty is achieved by acquiring consumer relationships and optimizing them over time. It is not about "market basket" just today, but share of household value and use over time. It also says that customer-centric is deliver consistent treatment of customers across products, and ensure customer management decisions (pricing, risk-based decisions, service-level, sales strategy, collections strategy, etc) at customer portfolio level.

From one of the famous Mr. Don Peppers Founding Partner, Peppers & Rogers Group at TeleTech says:
Mr. Don Peppers model of customer and product centricity we found that:

First we should visualize a “marketing space” defined by the customer needs a business can satisfy (the vertical dimension) and by the number of customers it has (the horizontal dimension). Then we can map customer centricity and product centricity on the same diagram.

Success is measured by the length of the horizontal arrow (i.e., how many customers are reached). In competitive terms, this would represent your company’s market share. And the length of the vertical arrow represents your share of customer.

From this diagram it should be clear that customer centricity doesn’t actually conflict with product centricity, because they aren’t opposite in direction but orthogonal, so they have little or no effect on each other. That is, the strategies and tactics
you follow to be more products centric will have little effect on your share of customer, while customer-centric strategies will have little effect on your market share.

In the sage words of Don Peppers:

A **product-centric** competitor focuses on one product at a time and tries to sell that product to as many customers as possible.

A **customer-centric** competitor focuses on one customer at a time and tries to sell that customer as many products as possible.

So we can say that there is only difference in characteristic in between these two models are below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKET CULTURE</th>
<th><strong>Product Centric</strong></th>
<th><strong>Customer Centric</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGY</td>
<td>Create the best product</td>
<td>Create the best solution for the customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOPLE/CULTURE</td>
<td>New Product Culture – looking for new products to develop</td>
<td>Customer Culture – searching for new needs to fill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESSES</td>
<td>New Product Development</td>
<td>New Solution Development, Customer Experience Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REWARDS/METRICS</td>
<td>Rewards new product development</td>
<td>Rewards people with deep insight into customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE</td>
<td>PRODUCT DIVISIONS WITH P&amp;L</td>
<td>CUSTOMER SEGMENTS WITH P&amp;L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the NBL’s retail banking products and services, we can easily estimate the positive influences or pitfalls of product-centric and customer-centric model such as:

Comparing with any other banks I come to state that

1. First, in deposit items one of NBL’s scheme named as NMS (Monthly Saving Scheme) and BRAC Bank’s scheme Flexi DPS (Deposit Premium Scheme) similar deposit scheme but the matured amount of BRAC Bank is BDT. 20,561 but NBL matured amount is BDT. 20,936 with 10% interest rate for 3 years.

   Insight story: According to Don Pepper’s model although NBL follow product centric model but the amount of market share is greater than BRAC Bank or we can say the volume of per unit sale competitively higher than any other banks.

2. Second, in loan and advance or credit department NBL’s has huge range of Loan items totally 8 from this 8 one is SME Loans, another one is Retail Loans (on the previous page a brief explanation given there about SME Loan & Retail Loan). But comparing to BRAC Bank, they have about 5 loan items along with SME loans in 7 categories.

   Insight story: Although NBL provides the same loan service as BRAC Bank does, named Apon Ghar (BBL) and Home Loan (NBL) but both are customized based on customer centric (BBL add more features in the same loan service with different criteria) another one is product centric (NBL).

3. Third, as BRAC Bank has “Probashi Banking” department which is completely well designed based on the different types of NRB customer (who lives in foreign country) with 3 more sub-units under each unit there are
varieties of programs set. But in NBL we have only one banking facility named as “NRB Banking”, just mention how to operate the NRB account.

4. Fourth, in IT department/online-banking BRAC Bank much advances comparing to NBL online banking services. Where BBL has provide true meaning of online banking by its e-Banking service but NBL provides only the transaction activities with a very poor IT technology plus backdated database system. It’s all the pitfalls of distinguishing customer-centric and product-centric model.

Finally, NBL should follow both customer-centric and product-centric model for their luminous future in order to sustain in the competitive market.

4.3 SWOT of NBL

Basically, SWOT analysis is a technique for matching organizational strengths and weaknesses with environmental opportunities and threats to determine the organization’s right niche. SWOT analysis is an imperative tool for evaluating the company’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. It helps the organization to identify how to evaluate its performance and scan the macro environment, which in turn would help organization to navigate in the turbulent ocean of competition. With this tool, we will be able to determine, though not perfectly, since we are not internal members of this organization, the internal strengths and weaknesses of NBL as well as the opportunities and challenges that the changing external environment provides. Every organization has some strength that helps it to survive, some weakness that push it backward, some opportunities that helps it to compete and also some threats that keeps it aware. SWOT analysis of NBL has mention below:
4.3.1 Strengths

- NBL’s prime strength is their reputation in the private banking industry as well as a firm customer relationship with a positive image.
- Good financial backup with an ample resource which led them to sustain a better position in the market, also accelerate the growth of their business.
- Several deposit schemes, credit facilities, International Master Card services which is a competitive advantage for NBL.
- Wide spread 167 branches in Bangladesh for their customers to feel them comfortable and secure in transaction wherever their customers live in Bangladesh.
- An innovative and modernized technology services has been using such as SWIFT, REUTERS and electronic banking.
✓ Operating lots of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities in different fields such as Education, Employment, Sports& Culture, Disaster Relief and others.

✓ Maintaining a strong network with their co-partners, business delegations and foreign clients such as subsidiary companies and other exchange companies and banks.

✓ Highly qualified and most efficient Human Resource Management Team, to control over the manager-employ relationship.

✓ Well equipped internal working environment with NBL’s officers and colleagues.

4.3.2 Weakness

✓ Except the major branches of NBL, most of the “C-category” branches of NBL are not equipped; lots of lacking remains in organization or arrangements program of such categorized branches.

✓ Customers are forbidden from all types of retail banking products and services which are available and easily accessible in all the major branches of NBL.

✓ Online banking operating system quite backdated which has slow processing time in transaction and a limited online banking implementation within some branches.

✓ Limited human recourses that create workload upon employees and making the customers as painful heavy pylon.
✓ Offered different schemes are not properly designed that would attract the new customers; especially there is no such scheme that encourage to the student or young people to open any bank account.

✓ Mostly they are detached from the marketing and promotional activity which is their biggest disadvantage that could be harder to sustain their business in highly competitive market.

✓ ATM booth service of NBL is very poor that only a few number of ATM booths are available in Dhaka city as well as all over the country.

✓ Salary is not suitable and structure of salary improperly constructed.

✓ Lacking of skill in their employees.

✓ KYC (Know Your Customer) is hard due to its imperfect design of retail banking product and services.

### 4.3.3 Opportunities

✓ New innovative products (already tested in other markets) can be brought to Bangladesh.

✓ Set up more correspondent relationship and branch network in potential areas.

✓ Growing upper middle class and upper class population.

✓ Foreign Exchange Business can be increased to a great extent.

✓ Financing the most prospective garments sector in Bangladesh.

✓ Financing poor stated industries which could have bright prospects.

✓ Emergence of E-banking will open more scope for NBL to reach the clients desire level of satisfaction not only in Bangladesh but also global arena.
✓ Government of Bangladesh has rendered its full support to the private banking sectors throughout the country which will lead them achieve better future in the private banking arena.

✓ Sector for a sound financial status of the country, as it is becoming one of the vital sources of employment in the country now. Such government concern facilitates and support long term vision of NBL.

✓ Ring framework with corporate executives.

✓ Unexplored GRB / TTLC market for credit and non-credit products.

✓ Unexplored NFI / NGO segment.

4.3.4 Threats

✓ The low compensation package of the employees from mid level to lower level position threatens the employee motivation. As a result, good quality employees leave the organization and it effects the organization as a whole.

✓ As previously mentioned, the world is advancing towards technology very fast. Through NBL taken effort to join the stream, it is not possible to complete the mission due to the poor technological infrastructure of our country.

✓ All sustain multinational banks and upcoming foreign private banks with pooled ATMs/POS pose’s enormous threats to National Bank Limited.

✓ Slow down in global economy is also being a threat of National Bank Limited.
✓ Other bank use new technology which make a difference.

Other threats of NBL’s are followed:

✓ Weak legal structure.
✓ Inadequate market information.
✓ Margin squeeze because of high competition.
✓ Unhealthy and illegal competition among private sector commercial banks.
✓ Large non-performing assets of public sector banks.
✓ Unstable political situation.
✓ Natural disaster.
Chapter-Five
5. Recommendation & Suggestion of NBL

It is quite difficult for me to identify any inadequacy of NBL with in this very period of working experience about 3 months. Some are the following parts that I have tried to provide a few inadequacies which I have observed in my entire internship program of NBL Lake Circus Branch.

Converting Threats into Opportunities

NBL has to expose its international nature of trade more efficiently. It has to recover costs and maintains margins over long periods of time. The new technology has to use to protecting the currency value & use options for better credit rate earnings. NBL has to come to with other sort of criterion that’s why the competitor have to fight very long to copy that exposure. NBL has to give a better deal in the banking fees & charges for the customers for the retail banking sector.

Converting Weakness into Strength

NBL has to focus equally to both ranges of customers either retail or corporate. It has to build up a proper strategy that’s why the corporate customers can be interested to open more of corporate account in NBL. NBL also has to give higher interest rate for various products & services to gain more market share in banking business. They have to advertise their brand name more .They can sponsor their name for various social activities which will bring up NBL value more to the local customers. They can also make social awareness to the local customers.
Some of suggestions are mention below:

✓ NBL should adopt both customer-centric and product-centric model for their luminous future in order to sustain in the competitive market.

✓ NBL should use latest IT software for operating actual online-banking service in this 21st era; otherwise they remain lagging behind their entire potential competitor’s.

✓ National Bank should pay lots of attention in branding, promotion activities as much as they can.

✓ NBL should put some additional features with their lucrative products and services as BRAC Bank or others.

✓ NBL hard copy annual reports should be available in their branches.

✓ NBL should hired skilled, qualified and highly educated employees in their every branch around the country.

✓ All branches should provide with all the facilities in NBL, it means services are properly allocated in every branches of NBL.

✓ Increased their ATM Booth all over the country.
✓ Make a good and well equipped HR program for each and every branch.

✓ Make a better model of organization’s organogram, mentioned each and every officers name and post with chronological from.

✓ Publishing NBL’s newly arrival or innovative ideas or services through the media.

✓ Interior decoration of NBL’s branch should be beautiful and filled with rich cultural or banking historical related issues such as nice painting or noble writing of famous economist etc.

5.1 Conclusion

I acknowledged different banking functions and day to day banking operation on my way to complete this internship.

From my starting day to up to date my practical implementation of customer dealing procedure during the whole period practical orientation in NBL at Lake Circus branch, I have to try my best to reach a firm and concrete a conclusion very confident way. In this report I have explained my best in respect of my real life experience gathered from different departments. I believe that my realization will be in harmony with most of the banking thinkers.

Now a day banking sector is more competitive. To achieve a proper reward about performance, it is essential to satisfy its customer by providing them different valuable and dynamic services. Because a satisfied customer will talk to others about the services those he/she is very justifiable enjoying and a satisfied customers statement is more effective than a thousand of commercial advertisement. People depend on the people – is
the mode of human civilization. Therefore, the importance to satisfy customer is increasing day by day in the private commercial sector especially in the private banks.

As all the activities those are required to provide valuable services to its customers to make them satisfy, are related with the retail banking system, NBL is fairly careful about its overall operating system. NBL always try to give its utmost attention in monitoring and managing the bank function and financial activities, which is consists of fund management, capital, reserve, deposit, loan and advance.

At present NBL is highly capable in generating newly banking concept or unique ideas that can give new dimension in today’s banking business, also successful in managing its core issues which is very essential to improve and left a milestone in the private banking arena. In spite of that, in order to keep its success continue and reach at the peak of all private banks, its managers, board of directors and employees must have the comprehensive and clear idea about their reserve, fund, loan, capital, deposit and liquidity regarding the smooth control of bank and continue its imperative operation toward country’s economic development.
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